AROUND THE WORLD

COTONOU
U.S. Embassy, Regional
Security Office

I was able to use my Russian speaking abilities
to understand how Russia works with the Baltic
countries. Additionally, I learned the job of a diplomat. Their main purpose is to spread American
values around the world by helping others.
Thomas (far right) with his wife, Kami, meeting the U.S.
ambassador to Estonia at the Fourth of July celebration

Alex working in Portugal

Benin

Living in Africa gave me an
incredible opportunity to
observe and take part in the
local culture and learn firsthand
the history of some of the oldest civilizations on the planet.
The experience has opened my
eyes and widened my horizons.

TALLINN
U.S. State Department

Evan at the U.S. embassy in Benin

This experience reminded me that I always
have so much to learn. I think that as humans,
we tend to become complacent in situations
where we are comfortable and think that we
are smarter or better than we actually are. This
internship really pushed me outside of my comfort zone and forced me to learn and grow.

VIENNA
The Museum of Austrian Folk Life
and Folk Art, the Ludwig Boltzmann
Institute for Digital History

Miranda outside the Hofburg, a
Hapsburg palace in Vienna, Austria

I have always been drawn toward
the field of social history. Helping
to record these individuals’ stories
reinforced my desire to focus on the
influence of the individual and the
ways in which one person’s story can
reflect broader patterns in society.

Annie working at the
museum in Riga, Latvia

Brighton Kriser
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Cameron (center) with his students

Bowen Call

BRUSSELS
Bruegel Think Tank
I was surrounded by people
who think differently than I do,
and it helped me to gain new
perspectives, insights, and
ideas. I learned about how the
world works, about how it is
run, and about how humanity is
trying to solve problems.

China

This experience confirmed to me
that I want to spend all my energy
in working to alleviate poverty in
Ghana through social ventures. I
learned that I have joy in helping
to create opportunities for others,
and I found something that I am
passionate about.

Belgium

ACCRA
Accra IT Academy

Bowen and his team researching
international economic policies and
problems at the Bruegel Think Tank
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Miranda Jessop

LISBON
GRACE, CSR Europe

Austria

Brighton surrounded by school children in Ghana

Ghana

Alex Wambach

Latvia

Evan Coutu

Estonia

Portugal

Thomas Stuart

Annie Mangus
Cameron Helvey

GUANGZHOU
Clifford International School
This was a great experience
that really opened up my view
of international education. I
also learned specific strategies I can implement to help
my students understand history and geography content
and the impact it has on our
world today. I also gained a
deeper appreciation of other
world cultures that are different from my own.

RIGA
Riga Ghetto and Latvian
Holocaust Museum
Working at the museum was
eye-opening and highly spiritual. My faith in the Savior and
my gratitude for Him grew as I
learned about the suffering of
others. The more I study history,
the more I learn that I have so
much more to learn.
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CALLED TO COUNSEL

AROUND THE WORLD

RETIRED FACULTY SPOTLIGHT

RIGA
Bikur Holim Hospital

Along with helping patients with their
physical needs, I spent a lot of time talking
with them, learning to understand their
physical and mental needs and limitations,
and hearing their stories of living in the
Soviet Union.

Julianna Woodland
I feel very blessed to have been able to live
among the Bulgarian people. We met so many
kind and humble friends who were willing to
help us adjust to living on our own and help
us get used to a completely different culture,
language, and part of the world.

New York

Charlotte reviewing original family history
records in the Vienna Archives.

Charlotte
Champenois

Hayley (far right) in New York City with (from left)
office director Ryan Koch, the consul general of
Nicaragua, and Elder and Sister Keyes
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Austria

Along with working with diplomats, we also did
a lot of interfaith work. This was probably my
favorite part of my internship. It was great to see
each group come together, respecting each other’s beliefs, and work towards their unified goals.

ELAINE WALTON

SOFIA
One Heart Bulgaria

Hayley Shepherd

NEW YORK
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints
Public and International Affairs Office

Julianna (far left) in Bulgaria

Bulgaria

Shannon (left) with her fellow interns

Latvia

Shannon Bairett

VIENNA
Europe Family History
Internship
During these past three
months, I have spent
over 126 hours working
on genealogical projects,
using original records
online and in person at
the Schwadorf parish
church to compile family
trees for people with
Austrian ancestry. . . .
I know the individuals
I did the work for will
appreciate it as well.

B Y G R AC E H AG G A R D B A R R U S

Missionaries for The Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints are set apart from the world,
but they still experience the same increases
in anxiety, depression, and other mental illnesses that the world currently faces.
BYU School of Social Work faculty are
being called on missions to help young missionaries recognize, cope with, and heal from
mental health issues that they encounter in
the mission field. Retired social work professor and former College of Family, Home, and
Social Sciences associate dean Elaine Walton
is one such faculty member who accepted
this call. Walton served as an area mental
health advisor in the Caribbean Area, covering a missionary training center and eight
missions in the Dominican Republic, Jamaica,
Barbados, Trinidad, and Haiti.
CALLED AND PREPARED

Even before Walton reported to her mission,
she was focused on helping missionaries
with their mental health. After retiring from
BYU in 2010, Walton worked for LDS Family
Services where the majority of her clients

were missionaries who had returned
home early due to mental health
issues. Because of her expertise in
social work and counseling, Walton
was recruited to be part of a special
committee that focuses on missionary mental health before beginning
her mission.
For Walton, the decision to participate in this work was an easy
one. “It’s not something you volunteer for, but if they ask, you say
yes,” she recalls. “I wanted a mission where I could use my skills.”

I helped a few
missionaries do their
job better, and I was
grateful for that. . . .
I love the feeling that
I have been able to
help somebody.

FOCUSING ON THE 1 PERCENT

make a goal to be happy. “Every week we
would talk about a different aspect of how to
be happy,” recalls Walton. One week the goal
was to tell jokes, another week Walton invited
the missionary to give himself permission
to listen to his feelings, and another week
the goal was to connect with the people he
served. The last time Walton spoke with the
missionary, he not only told her of his progress but “demonstrated to me that he had
done everything I’d told him to do by telling
me everything that he appreciated about me
and everything that he had learned from me,”
says Walton.
By teaching the skills and principles of
stress management, the permission to feel
happy, and techniques for truly connecting
with people, Walton, along with area mental
health advisors around the world, have helped
thousands of young missionaries to serve
successfully and to develop habits that will
benefit them for the rest of their lives.
“I don’t truly know the end chapter of these
missionaries’ lives,” says Walton. “I generally
don’t know what happens to them when they
come home. So I don’t serve thinking that I’m
going to get any thanks, I just do it because I
know I’m going to help. And that’s what I love.
I love knowing that I can make a difference,
that’s what matters. I helped a few missionaries do their job better, and I was grateful
for that. . . . I love the feeling that I have been
able to help somebody.”

Due to the unique geography of the
Caribbean, Walton rarely met faceto-face with the missionaries she
served. Instead, her work was mostly
done by phone—and sometimes
from the beach or in her pajamas.
There are approximately 1,200
full-time missionaries serving in the
Caribbean, but Walton only spoke to 1 percent
of them.
“Ninety-nine percent [of missionaries]
will get along just fine without me. But that 1
percent who need me really need me, and I
can make a difference and make it possible
for them to stay on their missions.”
While some missionaries only needed two
or three sessions, Walton spoke with other
missionaries every week for months. “It was
my weekly call that kept them going. And
it made it possible for them to stay when
otherwise they would have probably gone
home,” says Walton.
ETERNAL PERSPECTIVE

Walton recalls one missionary who simply
needed to give himself permission to feel
happy. The missionary had a strong work
ethic, was successful, and was in a leadership position, but the mission president was
concerned that the missionary simply wasn’t
having any fun and fully enjoying his mission
experience. After getting to know the missionary, Walton extended a simple invitation:
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